Global liquid fuels

- The March Short-Term Energy Outlook (STEO) is subject to heightened levels of uncertainty resulting from a variety of factors, including Russia’s further invasion of Ukraine. This STEO assumes U.S. GDP will grow by 3.6% in 2022 and by 2.7% in 2023, after growing by 5.7% in 2021. We use the S&P Global (formerly IHS Markit) macroeconomic model to generate our U.S. economic assumptions. Global macroeconomic assumptions in our forecast are from Oxford Economics and include global GDP growth of 4.3% in 2022 and 4.0% in 2023, compared with growth of 5.9% in 2021. These GDP forecasts were completed in mid-February. The rest of the forecast was completed on March 3 and accounts for available information to that point. A wide range of potential macroeconomic outcomes could significantly affect energy markets during the forecast period. Supply uncertainty results from the conflict in Ukraine, the production decisions of OPEC+, and the rate at which U.S. oil and natural gas producers increase drilling.

- Brent crude oil spot prices averaged $97 per barrel (b) in February, an $11/b increase from January. Daily spot prices for Brent closed at almost $124/b in the first week of March as the further invasion of Ukraine by Russia and subsequent sanctions on Russia and other actions created significant market uncertainties about the potential for oil supply disruptions. These events are occurring against a backdrop of low oil inventories and persistent upward oil price pressures. Global oil inventories have fallen steadily since mid-2020, and inventory draws averaged 1.8 million barrels per day (b/d) from the third quarter of 2020 (3Q20) through the end of 2021. We estimate that oil inventories fell further in the first two months of 2022 and that commercial inventories in the OECD ended February at 2.64 billion barrels, which is the lowest level since mid-2014.

- We expect the Brent price will average $117/b in March, $116/b in 2Q22, and $102/b in the second half of 2022 (2H22). We expect the average price to fall to $89/b in 2023. However, this price forecast is highly uncertain. Actual price outcomes will be dependent on the degree to which existing sanctions imposed on Russia, any potential future sanctions, and independent corporate actions affect Russia’s oil production or the sale of Russia’s oil in the global market. In addition, the degree to which other oil producers respond to current oil prices, as well as the effects macroeconomic developments might have on global oil demand, will be important for oil price formation.
in the coming months. Although we reduced Russia’s oil production in our forecast, we still expect that global oil inventories will build at an average rate of 0.5 million b/d from 2Q22 through the end of 2023, which we expect will put downward pressure on crude oil prices. However, if production disruptions—in Russia or elsewhere—are more than we forecast, resulting crude oil prices would be higher than our forecast.

- We forecast that global consumption of petroleum and liquid fuels will average 100.6 million b/d for all of 2022, up 3.1 million b/d from 2021. We forecast that consumption will increase by 1.9 million b/d in 2023 to average 102.6 million b/d. Economic forecasts in this outlook were completed before Russia’s further invasion of Ukraine. The outlook for economic growth and oil consumption in Russia and surrounding countries is highly uncertain. Oil consumption will depend on how economic activity and travel respond to recent and any potential future events and sanctions.

- U.S. regular gasoline retail prices averaged $3.52 per gallon (gal) in February, up 20 cents/gal from January and up $1.02/gal from February 2021. Retail diesel prices averaged $4.03/gal in February—the highest average price (not adjusted for inflation) for any month since March 2013. Product prices have risen compared with year-ago levels because of rising crude oil prices and high refining margins. We expect crude oil price increases will push the U.S. average gasoline price to $4.10/gal on average in 2Q22, which would be the first time that gasoline prices (not adjusted for inflation) have reached at least $4/gal in any month since July 2008. We expect diesel prices will average $4.43/gal during 2Q22. Gasoline and diesel prices are closely tied to crude oil prices. We forecast gasoline prices will average $3.71/gal in 2H22, and we forecast diesel prices will average $4.04/gal over the same period. However, actual prices could be significantly affected by the same factors that affect crude oil prices.

- U.S. crude oil production fell below 11.6 million b/d in December 2021 (the most recent monthly historical data point), a decline of 0.2 million b/d from November 2021. We forecast that production will rise to average 12.0 million b/d in 2022 and then to record-high production on an annual-average basis of 13.0 million b/d in 2023. The previous annual-average record of 12.3 million b/d was set in 2019.

**Natural Gas**

- In February, the Henry Hub natural gas spot price averaged $4.69 per million British thermal units (MMBtu), which was up from the January average of $4.38/MMBtu. Although temperatures across the eastern part of the United States were close to normal in February, reducing natural gas consumption from January levels, natural gas production fell slightly last month relative to January, in part as a result of temporary freeze-offs in producing regions. The drop in production partly contributed to inventory draws outpacing the five-year (2017–2021) average in February. This outlook assumes that temperatures in March will be milder than February and near the 10-year average...
for March. We expect production will rise from February levels, contributing to a lower average Henry Hub price of $4.10/MMBtu for March. We expect the Henry Hub price will average $3.83/MMBtu in 2Q22 and $3.95/MMBtu for all of 2022. We expect the Henry Hub spot price will average $3.59/MMBtu in 2023.

- We estimate that inventory withdrawals in February were 627 billion cubic feet (Bcf) and that natural gas inventories ended the month at 1.6 trillion cubic feet (Tcf). We expect natural gas inventories to fall by about 95 Bcf in March, ending the withdrawal season at about 1.5 Tcf, which would be 10% less than the five-year average for this time of year. We forecast that natural gas inventories will end the 2022 injection season (end of October) at 3.5 Tcf, which would be 4% less than the five-year average.

- In February, U.S. liquefied natural gas (LNG) exports averaged 10.9 billion cubic feet per day (Bcf/d), down from 11.2 Bcf/d in January. Similar to last year, U.S. LNG exports in February were limited by fog in the Gulf of Mexico that affected vessel traffic and led to piloting services being suspended for several days on the Sabine Pass, Lake Charles (location of Cameron LNG), and Corpus Christi waterways. Although exports fell in February, they were higher than in any month prior to December 2021. Many U.S. LNG cargoes were delivered to Europe last month, where inventories are lower than the five-year average and potential supply disruptions related to the conflict in Ukraine are a concern. Although Europe’s inventories are low, the additional LNG imports, as well as a mild winter, are helping bring inventories closer to the five-year average than they were at the beginning of the winter. We expect high levels of U.S. LNG exports to continue in 2022, averaging 11.3 Bcf/d for the year, a 16% increase from 2021.

- We expect that U.S. consumption of natural gas will average 84.6 Bcf/d in 2022, up 2% from 2021. The increase in U.S. natural gas consumption reflects rising demand in the industrial sector as a result of increased manufacturing activity. In addition, the increase in natural gas consumption reflects higher consumption in the residential and commercial sectors as a result of colder temperatures this year compared with 2021. Higher consumption in these sectors is partly offset by lower consumption in the electric power sector due to a forecast increase in generation from renewable energy sources.

- We estimate dry natural gas production averaged 95.3 Bcf/d in the United States in February, down 0.6 Bcf/d from January. Production in January and February was lower than in December because of freezing temperatures in certain production regions. We forecast natural gas production to average 95.7 Bcf/d in March. For 2022, we expect that natural gas production will average 96.7 Bcf/d, which is 3.1 Bcf/d more than in 2021. We expect dry natural gas production to rise to an average of 99.1 Bcf/d in 2023.
Electricity, coal, renewables, and emissions

- U.S. electric power sector generation in February 2022 was 1.3% lower than generation in February 2021, when generation was high because of extreme cold weather. We forecast that the annual share of U.S. electricity generation from renewable energy sources will rise from 20% in 2021, to 22% in 2022, and to 24% in 2023, as a result of continuing increases in solar and wind generating capacity. This increase in renewables generation leads to an expected decline in natural gas generation, which falls from a 37% share in 2021, to 36% in 2022, and to 35% in 2023. Natural gas generation falls in the forecast even though we expect the cost of natural gas for power generation to fall from $4.97/MMBtu in 2021, to $4.16/MMBtu in 2022, and to $3.80/MMBtu in 2023. Increasing renewable generation also contributes to our forecast that the share of generation from coal will fall from 23% in 2021 to 22% in 2022 and 21% in 2023. Nuclear generation remains relatively constant in the forecast at an average share of 20%.

- Planned additions to U.S. wind and solar capacity in 2022 and 2023 increase electricity generation from those sources in our forecast. The U.S. electric power sector added 14 gigawatts (GW) of new wind capacity in 2021. We expect 10 GW of new wind capacity will come online in 2022 and 5 GW in 2023. Utility-scale solar capacity rose by 13 GW in 2021. Our forecast for added utility-scale solar capacity is 22 GW for 2022 and 24 GW for 2023. We expect solar additions to account for nearly half of new electric generating capacity in 2022. In addition, in 2021, small-scale solar capacity (systems less than 1 megawatt) increased by 5.4 GW to 33 GW. We project that small-scale solar capacity will grow by 4.0 GW in 2022 and 4.3 GW in 2023.

- We expect U.S. coal production to increase by more than 25 million short tons (MMst) (4%) in 2022 to 604 MMst and then rise by 9 MMst (1%) in 2023. Although labor strikes at some metallurgical mines in Appalachia continue to affect production, we expect producers to regain a portion of that production later during 1H22. Increased production of coal will help support rising export demand as well as help replenish coal inventories at power plants that were depleted during 2021.

- We expect U.S. coal consumption to decrease by 7 MMst in 2022 and by 15 MMst in 2023. In both forecast years, declining consumption from the electric power sector is somewhat offset by rising consumption at coke plants.

- Coal exports in our forecast total 88 MMst in 2022, up 3% from 2021, and 91 MMst in 2023. We assume international prices will remain supportive of U.S. coal exports as the conflict in Ukraine creates the potential to disrupt supplies from that region.

- U.S. energy-related carbon dioxide (CO₂) emissions increased by nearly 7% in 2021 as economic activity increased and contributed to rising energy use. We expect a 2% increase in energy-related CO₂ emissions in 2022, primarily from growing
transportation-related petroleum consumption. Forecast energy-related CO₂ emissions remain almost unchanged in 2023. We expect petroleum emissions to increase by 4% in 2022 compared with 2021, and this growth rate slows to less than 1% in 2023. Natural gas emissions increase by 2% in 2022 and then decrease slightly in our forecast for 2023. We forecast that coal-related CO₂ emissions will fall by 3% in 2022 and by 2% in 2023.

**Petroleum and natural gas markets review**

**Crude oil**

*Prices*: The front-month futures price for Brent crude oil settled at $110.46 per barrel (b) on March 3, 2022, an increase of $21.30/b from the February 1, 2022, price of $89.16/b. The front-month futures price for West Texas Intermediate (WTI) crude oil for delivery at Cushing, Oklahoma, increased by $19.47/b during the same period, settling at $107.67/b on March 3 (Figure 1).

![Figure 1. Crude oil front-month futures prices](image)

The Russian invasion further into Ukraine on February 24 and the subsequent escalation of armed conflict, which had been preceded by increasing tensions in earlier weeks, contributed to rising crude oil prices. On February 28, the front-month Brent crude oil price settled at over $100/b for the first time since September 2014. The increase in crude oil prices reflects potential effects of the extensive sanctions levied by the United States, European Union, and others on Russian entities in response to Russia’s continued invasion of Ukraine, as well as the risk of potential disruptions to crude oil and energy production and infrastructure related to the conflict. The sanctions that have so far been announced have primarily targeted Russian individuals and financial institutions but avoided direct sanctions on Russia’s energy companies, including crude oil and natural gas production and exports. Although sanctions so far have generally avoided direct sanctions on Russia’s energy companies, there are trade press reports...
that sanctions targeting financial institutions have increased concerns among oil market participants about purchasing energy from Russia and about the potential for additional sanctions.

The February monthly average front-month Brent crude oil futures price was $94/b, up $9/b over January 2022 and up $32/b over February 2021. The increased risks to oil supplies presented by Russia’s further invasion of Ukraine builds on a number of other factors that have been underpinning crude oil price increases for the past several months. First, oil consumption has persistently been greater than oil production since mid-2020, contributing to a decline in global oil inventories in all but one month from June 2020 through February 2022. As a result, total commercial oil inventories in the OECD have fallen to their lowest levels since mid-2014. Second, several minor geopolitical disruptions contributed to increased risks in recent months. Port closures contributed to reduced crude oil production in Libya, while Houthi attacks targeting the United Arab Emirates and political unrest in Kazakhstan also contributed to additional risks to global supplies. Third, several OPEC members have been unable to increase production in line with previously agreed on targets. Finally, decreasing COVID-19 cases and natural gas-to-oil switching in the electric power sector have likely contributed to demand increases.

A number of western energy companies, including ExxonMobil, Shell, BP, and Equinor have announced they are stopping operations in Russia and ending partnerships with Russian firms. Trade press also reports that a number of European refiners, shippers, and insurance companies are not purchasing or shipping crude oil from Russia, even without formal energy sanctions. This distancing from Russian markets by private entities has contributed to significant price discounts on some Russian crude oil streams. However, as of March 3, trade press reported significant volumes of Russian crude oil and petroleum products remained unsold as shippers and refiners refuse to take cargoes from Russia. We expect that the withdrawal of some firms from Russia, combined with limitations on finance, are likely to contribute to ongoing constraints on new field development and crude oil production with ongoing effects into the medium term. Market participant trading activity combined with the active conflict involving Russia remains a substantial source of uncertainty and risk for global crude oil production and prices.

We estimate Russia produced 11.3 million b/d of petroleum and other liquids in February 2022, and given most recent reports, we expect that production in Russia will fall by 0.25 million b/d in March, with an additional decline of 0.5 million b/d in April. We expect production to temporarily decrease as some shippers refrain from picking up crude oil cargoes from Russia, mainly as a result of current sanctions or anticipation of additional sanctions. Although Russia’s crude oil production and export capacity will continue to be available, there is considerable uncertainty to which degree countries will continue to import crude oil and petroleum products from Russia. While we recognize that the range of outcomes for Russia’s oil production is wide, we assume that there will be a decrease in Russian crude oil exports, and therefore in production, in the coming months. With crude oil exports decreasing, onshore storage likely will
fill up quickly because of limited onshore storage capacity, which will necessitate production shut-ins and the use of floating storage on ships. We assess that most of Russia’s crude oil will find export destinations, but we expect there will be a temporary dislocation of production and exports as new trade routes are established and as Russia finds other crude oil buyers. However, this assessment is based on sanctions as of March 3, 2022, and it is subject to significant uncertainty about the way in which market participants will respond to those sanctions.

We expect that Russia’s liquid fuels production will decrease by about 0.7 million b/d in 2Q22 compared with 1Q22 and then increase slightly in 3Q22. Overall, we expect Russia’s production to be about 0.5 million b/d lower in December 2022 compared with February and to remain flat in 2023. Compared with our forecast last month, in which were expecting growth in Russia’s liquid fuels production, we now expect Russia’s liquid fuels production to be 1.0 million b/d less on average from 2Q22 through the end of 2023. This forecast remains subject to significant revisions because the extent to which sanctions and other private corporate actions will affect production remains unclear.

We expect the Brent crude oil spot price to average $117/b in March, then average $116/b in 2Q22 and $102/b in 2H22, although this forecast remains highly uncertain in light of current geopolitical developments. The effect that current sanctions and private corporate action will have on production in Russia or on global purchases of crude oil from Russia remains a major source of uncertainty in the outlook. Similarly, the effect that current and near-term high price levels have on production outside of Russia remains a potential risk and is highly variable in our current outlook, because high prices increase the incentive for new production.

**Crude oil front-month to 3rd month futures spread:** Oil market uncertainties linked to Russia’s further invasion of Ukraine have occurred while global petroleum inventory levels are low. This situation has contributed to historically high levels of backwardation (when near-term prices are higher than longer-dated ones). The spread between crude oil front-month contracts and third-month contracts (1-3) reflects heightened calls on crude oil inventories in the very short term (Figure 2). The Brent 1-3 spread increased to its highest level on record at $7.06/b on March 3. The spread averaged $3.55/b throughout February, more than doubling from January, when the spread was $1.46/b, and is also well above the 2021 annual average of $1.11/b. The WTI 1-3 crude oil price spread increased similarly to the Brent spread in February, reaching a high of $6.15/b on March 3 and averaging $3.12/b in February, also doubling the January level.
The increase in the spread for WTI futures is not quite as sharp as the spread with Brent, which is also reflected in the front-month prices (Figure 3). The spread between Brent and WTI increased by $1.60/b to $4.93/b on February 22, when the possibility of further Russian invasion into Ukraine heightened, and widened another $3.21/b over the next two days to $8.14/b on February 24, the day the invasion escalated. The highest Brent-WTI spread in 2021 was $4.90/b, and the spread averaged $3.38/b in January 2022. Since February 22, the spread has averaged $6.40/b, likely reflecting the impact of risks related to the Russian invasion further into Ukraine. European oil markets are likely to be affected more significantly than U.S. or western hemisphere markets, which may be better captured by the WTI price. Countries in OECD Europe received 24% of their crude oil and condensate imports from Russia in 2020. About 48% of Russia’s crude oil and condensate exports in 2020 went to countries in Europe. Slight differences in the delivery times of the WTI and Brent crude oil futures contracts may also be contributing to some of the difference in the spread.
Energy and non-energy commodity indexes: Since the start of 2022, price increases in energy commodities have outpaced increases in non-energy commodities. The energy component of the S&P Goldman Sachs Commodity Index (GSCI) is heavily weighted toward crude oil, although it also includes smaller shares of natural gas, gasoline, and distillate commodity prices. The non-energy component accounts for a basket of other commodities, including agricultural products, livestock, and metals. The increase in the energy segment of the index reflects the drivers of increased crude oil prices discussed previously. Non-energy commodity prices have also been increasing through much of February, although not necessarily by as much as energy commodities. Although Russia’s energy exports may be the largest source of uncertainty for global markets, Ukraine and Russia are both substantial producers and exporter of agricultural products, and the impact of the conflict is also likely reflected in risks to non-energy agricultural commodities. Equities in the S&P 500, conversely, have experienced downward pressure in February as a result of rising prices for global commodities, concerns over inflation, and risks of commercial disruptions related to the Ukraine conflict. As of March 3, the energy index had increased 57% over July 1, 2021, compared with an increase of 23% for the non-energy index, and the S&P 500 increased 1% over July 1 levels (Figure 4).
U.S. volatility indexes: The Volatility Index (VIX) is a measure of implied volatility in U.S. equity prices, calculated from prices of put and call options on the S&P 500 index, by the Chicago Board of Options Exchange. The Crude Oil Volatility Index (OVX) is a similar estimate derived from options prices for the United States Oil Fund, reflecting the WTI crude oil futures price. The OVX is generally higher than the VIX, partially because it represents the price volatility of a single commodity instead of a diversified group of large U.S. companies (Figure 5). In addition, since the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic, energy markets have been more volatile compared with equities markets, likely related to the unique effects of the pandemic on oil production and consumption. In 2021, the OVX averaged almost double the VIX over the course of the year. New volatility introduced by Russia’s invasion further into Ukraine in February 2022 pushed the monthly average OVX value to higher than in any month in 2021, other than December, averaging 47% in February and peaking at 64% on March 3. This volatility remained below the peak related to the COVID-19 Omicron variant on December 1, 2021, which was 78%. The impact on equities from Russia’s invasion further into Ukraine was also high, with the VIX averaging 26% in February, higher than any monthly average last year, and peaking at 33% on March 1 (exceeding the Omicron-related peak of 31% in December 2021).
Petroleum products

**Gasoline prices:** The front-month futures price of RBOB (the petroleum component of gasoline used in many parts of the country) settled at $3.28 per gallon (gal) on March 3, up 71 cents/gal from February 1 (Figure 6). The RBOB–Brent crack spread (the difference between the price of RBOB and the price of Brent crude oil) settled at 65 cents/gal on March 3, up 20 cents/gal during the same period. The average RBOB–Brent crack spread in February was 45 cents/gal, 8 cents/gal higher than January and 19 cents/gal higher than February 2021.

The RBOB–Brent crack spread remains well above the average for this time of year, likely as a result of low gasoline stocks and relatively low gasoline production. Gasoline inventories tend to build in the winter in preparation for the summer driving season, when gasoline demand is at its
highest. However, after building in January, we estimate U.S. gasoline inventories declined to 246 million barrels, a 2.1 million barrel draw in February, putting inventories 4.3 million barrels (1.7%) below the five-year average. Gasoline inventories have been below the five-year average since January 2021. From February 28 to March 3, the RBOB-Brent crack spread increased by 67%, from 39 cents/gal to 65 cents/gal, as oil prices increased.

We estimate U.S. gasoline consumption averaged 8.5 million barrels per day (b/d) in February, about 0.5 million b/d (5.7%) below the 2016–2020 average, which for February are the years preceding the effects of the pandemic. Meanwhile, we estimate finished motor gasoline production in February totaled 9.2 million b/d, around 0.5 million b/d (4.9%) below the 2016–2020 average for this time of year. Both planned and unplanned refinery outages, including cold weather-related power outages at several Houston area refineries and an explosion at Marathon’s 578,000-b/d Garyville, Louisiana, refinery, likely contributed to lower production and higher crack spreads.

RBOB prices reached $3.31/gal on March 2, the highest price since September 2012. Rising crude oil prices are supporting higher prices for RBOB. Starting from the most recent low of $1.95/gal on December 1, 2021, when news of the outbreak of the Omicron variant created expectations of reduced demand, RBOB prices have increased 68%. One third of the increase happened since February 28.

**Gasoline demand:** The Federal Highway Administration’s (FHWA) report, *Traffic Volume Trends*, estimates vehicle miles traveled based on hourly traffic count data reported by states. Transportation makes up 96% of the end use for motor gasoline, which makes changes in vehicle miles traveled a direct factor on gasoline demand. The latest FHWA report shows total vehicle miles traveled in December 2021 were 268.4 billion, about 1.3% above the five-year (2015–19) average of 264.9 billion. Seasonally adjusted data shows a 1.1 billion mile (0.4%) decline in total vehicle miles traveled from November to December 2021. Total vehicle miles (for both passenger vehicles and trucks) increased for most of 2021, surpassing 2019 levels in every month from June to November (*Figure 7*). For passenger vehicles alone, November marked the first time since the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic that total miles traveled in weekly data surpassed 2019 levels. Since then, passenger vehicle miles traveled have been below 2019 levels in every week through February 27. The emergence of the Omicron variant at the end of November may have contributed to less driving in the following months.
Ultra-low sulfur diesel prices: The front-month futures price for ultra-low sulfur diesel (ULSD) for delivery in New York Harbor settled at $3.50/gal on March 3, a 76 cent/gal increase from February 1 (Figure 8). The ULSD-Brent crack spread (the difference between the price of ULSD and the price of Brent crude oil) increased 26 cents/gal during the same period and settled at 87 cents/gal on March 3.

The front-month ULSD contract averaged higher in February than in any month since June 2008. The ULSD–Brent crack spread increased significantly on February 28 and the first three trading days of March because of the possibility of reduced distillate exports from Russia. After a particularly cold January in New England, the U.S. region that relies most heavily on heating oil, ULSD crack spreads began February at 62 cents/gal and reached as high as 67 cents/gal on February 3. Crack spreads decreased in the second half of February due in part to warmer
weather. We estimate that there were 295 (23%) fewer heating degree days in New England in February than in January, contributing to slightly lower consumption for distillate fuel in February than in January. However, our 4.3 million b/d estimate of distillate consumption for February is 0.3 million b/d (8%) higher than in February 2021. One reason for higher distillate demand from a year ago is congestion at U.S. ports leading to increased trucking demand, as shown by the American Trucker’s Associations’ Truck Tonnage Index. This index measures freight tonnage transported by trucks, which increased 1.2% year-over-year in January 2022. Consistently high demand has resulted in low distillate stocks. We estimate that United States distillate fuel oil stocks totaled 118.4 million barrels in February, the lowest level since May 2018, and 17% lower than the five-year February average. We forecast distillate stocks to begin increasing in May 2022.

**East Coast distillate fuel oil imports:** Distillate imports into the U.S. East Coast (PADD 1) have recently been increasing, likely due to a combination of lower prices abroad, high demand in the United States, and low domestic stocks. According to our Weekly Petroleum Status Report, the four-week average of distillate imports increased every week from January 7 through February 25, and the four-week average of distillate imports to the East Coast was 393,000 b/d as of February 25 (Figure 9). If confirmed in monthly data, this would be the most East Coast distillate imports for the month of February since 2004, likely because of high heating oil demand.

![Figure 9. Four-week average of U.S. East Coast distillate fuel oil imports thousand barrels per day](source: U.S. Energy Information Administration, Weekly Petroleum Status Report)

**West Coast retail fuel prices:** On February 28, the average U.S. regular-grade retail gasoline price was $3.61/gal, the highest price (in nominal terms, meaning not adjusted for inflation) since July 2014 (Figure 10). Over the past two years, the average U.S. gasoline price increased by $1.84/gal (103%) from the pandemic low of $1.77/gal on April 27, 2020. In California, a market with higher and more variable prices than other states, prices have increased more than in any other state. The average California price has increased by $2.04/gal (77%) from the pandemic low of $2.64/gal to average $4.67/gal as of February 28, the highest nominal price according to
data going back to 2000. San Francisco’s average price of $4.80/gal is the highest price in city-level data and the highest nominal price on record for any city in data going back to 2000.

Crude oil prices are the most important factor in determining gasoline prices, making up 56% of the total cost to produce a gallon of gasoline in January 2022. In addition, refinery closures could be contributing to higher prices in the West as suppliers rely more on imports and structurally different supply sources. We forecast West Coast gasoline prices to continue to increase through May as higher crude oil prices increase the cost to produce gasoline.

The nominal average retail price for on-highway diesel in the United States exceeded $4.00/gal on February 14 for the first time since March 17, 2014, and was $4.10/gal on February 28 (Figure 11). Crude oil prices are the primary driver of U.S. retail diesel prices, making up 51% of the total cost to produce a gallon of diesel in January 2022. On the West Coast (PADD 5), excluding California, the average retail diesel price was $4.30/gal on February 28. In California, the average retail diesel price was $5.08/gal on February 28, which when adjusting for inflation is the highest retail diesel price in California since September 2013.
Natural Gas

Prices: The front-month natural gas futures contract for delivery at the Henry Hub was $4.72 per million British thermal units (MMBtu) on March 3, 2022, which was down 3 cents from February 1, 2022 (Figure 12). The average closing price for front-month natural gas futures prices in February was $4.46/MMBtu, the highest February monthly average in real terms since February 2014.

Natural gas storage withdrawals outpaced the five-year (2017–2021) average at the beginning of February. Colder-than-normal weather during the second half of January and early February contributed to higher-than-average consumption of natural gas used for space heating in the residential and commercial sectors, resulting in increased natural gas storage withdrawals.
Weekly storage withdrawals for the Lower 48 states during most of January and early February (weeks ending January 14 to February 11) each totaled at least 190 billion cubic feet (Bcf), compared with a five-year average range of 150 Bcf–167 Bcf for those same weeks. As a result, total inventories fell to 12% below the five-year average as of February 11.

Despite the colder-than-normal temperatures in early February, the weather across the country was near the 10-year average for the entire month. For February, heating degree days (HDDs) totaled 696, which is 1% fewer than the 10-year average (Figure 13). The cold start to February followed by warmer-than-normal weather for the rest of the month contributed to storage inventories ending February at 1,626 Bcf, or 13% below the five-year average.

Warmer weather on average in February compared with January contributed to a decrease in natural gas consumption in the residential and commercial sectors, which averaged an estimated combined 45.5 billion cubic feet per day (Bcf/d) in February, down 4.1 Bcf/d (8%) from January. Natural gas consumption in the electric power sector was also down in February, averaging 28.4 Bcf/d, or 2.3 Bcf/d (7%) less than in January. Despite the decrease in natural gas consumption compared with January, natural gas futures prices increased in February and remained above $4/MMBtu. Prices were supported by below-average inventories and by high demand for U.S. liquefied natural gas (LNG) exports – a result of high international prices. We estimate U.S. LNG exports were 10.9 Bcf/d in February, down 0.3 Bcf/d from January and up 3.5 Bcf/d from February 2021. We forecast U.S. LNG exports to increase to 13.0 Bcf/d by the end of 2022 and average 12.1 Bcf/d in 2023.

**Historical volatility:** Volatility of U.S. natural gas futures prices has risen during the past seven months, reaching record-high levels in February (Figure 14). Historical volatility measures the magnitude of daily changes in the closing price for a commodity during a specific time in the past. Based on rolling front-month contracts, the 30-day historical volatility of the U.S. natural gas front-month futures prices increased to 6.5% in February, from 5.7% in January. As of February 11, the estimated 30-day historical volatility of total U.S. LNG exports was 2.2%, compared with 2.0% in January.
gas futures price was 179.1% for February, almost doubling from January. The previous record natural gas price volatility for any month was October 2009, when the historical volatility averaged 123.8%. The historical volatility of the natural gas futures price at the Henry Hub in February has corresponded with volatility at international pricing hubs in Europe and Asia. Daily front-month natural gas futures prices ranged from a monthly intraday high of $5.57/MMBtu on February 2 to a low of $3.88/MMBtu on February 11.

Figure 14. Natural gas historical volatility
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Source: Graph by EIA, based on data from Bloomberg L.P.

Notable forecast changes

• We forecast the Brent crude oil spot price will average $105/b in 2022, which is $22/b more than we forecast in the February STEO. The higher price forecast partly reflects the uncertainties about disruptions to supply and additional sanctions related to Russia’s further invasion of Ukraine. It also reflects a reduction in our forecast of OECD inventories throughout the forecast. The increase in crude oil prices in the forecast also results in higher prices for gasoline and diesel fuel in 2022 compared with last month’s forecast.

• We forecast U.S. crude oil production to average 13.0 million b/d in 2023, 0.4 million b/d more than in last month’s forecast. The higher production forecast is the result of higher forecast crude oil prices.

• Our forecast for Russia’s liquid fuels production averages 10.8 million b/d in both 2022 and 2023, which is unchanged from 2021, but 0.7 million b/d and 1.1 million b/d lower, respectively, than we forecast in the February STEO.
• We forecast global oil inventories will rise by 0.4 million b/d in both 2022 and 2023. Our current expectation for 2022 inventory builds are 0.4 million b/d less than forecast last month and builds for 2023 are 0.6 million b/d less.

• For more information, see the detailed table of forecast changes.